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Midnight Madness strikes UM-St. Louis Litmag turns
Fans celebrate arrival classwork into
drama
of basketball season
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

ph oto: Shelley Satke

Rivermen forward Kev in Tu ckson jams th e ball home as his
teammates look on.

With a little help from the University Programming Board , the
men's basketball team kicked off
their season last Tuesday night.
The Midnight Madness event
broughtin around 150students to the
Mark Twain Building in celebration
of the team's first practice. Before
the team took to the court, there were
performances by several. hip-hop
groups and plenty of music provided
byDJ Flex. The team took the court
and then held an inter-squad game.
"I was surprised by the turnout of
people," Rivermen forward Dave
Reddy said. "I didn't think we would
get that many people."
The fan turnout was a problem
that players had complained about in
the past. WIth this event, the team
has hopes of getting many of those
students tl' return this season.
"It was nice to get more acquainted with our fan s," Rivermen
forward Rodney Haw thorne said .

"Having a larger crowd will affect how
well we play this season."
The team played with hip-hop music
reverberating
throughtout
the
gymnasiam. Many of the players were
trying their best to put on a great show
for the fans. The next time they will play
in front of a large crowd is several weeks
away.
"We did pretty good," Hawthorne
said. "We did well with our fast breaks,
spotting up for the 3-pointers and dunking . We gave the fans a pretty good
showing."
"A lot of guys were real nervous,"
Reddy said about the newcomers and
freshman playing in front of their first
college crowd.
With the success of the event, UPB
has ideas of bringing it back next season,
and possibly even years down the road.
"Hopefully this will become a tradition like Mirthday or Expo," UPB member Wesley Smith said. "It is a good way
to get the students more fami Ii ar with the
athletic department. I know we have had
a problem in the paSt with fan turnout,
hopefully this will change that."

by Kim Hudson
news editor

Litmag turned classroom assignments into a talent
showcase at their drama reading last Thursday.
Several members of Peggy
Mulvihill's drama class shared
their work with U1\1-St. Louis on
Oct. 17. On that Indian Summer It gives us
day, students gathered on the U ni- an
versity Center patio for the Litmag
opportunity
drama reading.
The performers ranged from to see how
the traditional, 20-year-old sophoour material
more to the non-traditional, 30something student. They played works in
families, friends and roommates front of an
in their skits.
audience, 11
These skits were actually assignments given in a UM-St. Louis
-Guy Bates,
drama class taught by Mulvihill.
managing
According to Guy Bates, Litmag
editor of
managing editor, the organization
is sponsoring the class to help'
Litmag
students discover the quality of
their work.
"It gives us an opportunity to see how our material
works in front of an audience," Bates said. "Until you

see Litmag, page 8

merica, capitalism
Hackett during
nti-Columbus rally

Financial Aid
unveils scholarship
directory
by Fonda Thomas
of The Current staff

Chris Messina

to abuses which they still s uffer today .
"Columbus wa a blitheri ng idiot who
di dn 't kno w where he was ; he was lost,"
An audience of about 20 people gath- Poku said.
The keynote speaker at the event was
d Monday to hear every thing from comnistrhetoric to appeals for human rights Vernon Bellecourt (who goes by the Ind amnesty for political prisoners at a dian name WaBun Inuni). WaBun Inuni,
who spoke at the Anti-Columbus Day
Ily to protest Columbus Day.
But Christopher Columbus was not rally last year, said Columbus' arrival into
the Americas is the root of 500 years of
tacked . Instead, it was capitalism.
Fosuah Poku, a self-proclaimed so- "deceit and treachery" against the Indi. alist fr'o m Britain, gave speech against ans.
apitalism and America's imperialism
"We are here today to mark the SOOth
anniversary of Columbus' discovery of
broad.
Poku argued that America enforces its this land and to mourn the destruction that
oreign policy on the basis of exploitation his arrival precipitated," Inuni said.
According to Inuni, American imperiDr our country ' s own self-interests.
"[America's] capitalist economy only alism has a luring effect and, people are
vorks to support a miniscule, elitist mi- not quick to leave the United States.
"You can back up a lot of boats and
ority at the expense and welfare of the
say, 'come on brothers and sisters. We are
est of the popUlation," Poku said.
She said she supported the idea of going back to Africa.' You might be very
ommunal land ownership and other popu- lonely on the cruise," said WaBun Inuni,
ar communist ideologies. However, she who recently led a protest at a Cardinalslenied that her philosophy was in line. Braves baseball game against the "Tomahawk Chop."
,ith that of Lenin or Stalin.
"You know, you get spoiled over here
"Russia had many contradi ctions
llroughout its existence," Poku said. "It in the heart of imperialism, he said .
lnuni went on (0 argue for the sake of
vas not a perfect communist system."
Poku said her reason for denouncing political prisoner Leonard Peltier, who
:olumbus Day was that because of Co- has been serving a sentence in a federal
11mbus' accidental discovery of North penitentiary since 1972. Inuni di stributed
literature about the Peltier case at the
~merica , many "imperialist colonizers"
,ave subjected native and foreign people rally . He argued that Peltier'S conviction
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the power of structure of the U.S. State
Departmentto alleviate the suffering there.
"We've got to do something to stop
this," he said.
.
UM-St. Louis students from the All
African People's Revolutionary Party also
spoke along with students from Forest
Park Community College.
The Anti-Columbus Day rally was
sponsored by the University Program
Board and the Sisterhood Exchange.

by Jennifer Lynn
of The Current staff

.Features .. .. .. 3

This year's
Homecoming went
off without a glitch.
See the story on

was a governmentai attempt to further subdue the American Indian Movement and
cover up a botched FBI raid at a reservation.
After speaking on behalf of Peltier,
Inuni addressed "horrendous human rights
violations" in Latin America countries.
"In Guatemala alone, over 150 children were innocently slaughtered by rebels
in one day," Inuni said.
He urged the audience to work within

see Directory, page 8

University assists United Way with annual campaign

Inside
Editorial ..

WaBim Inini discussed his views with FQsuah Poku.

The Financial Aid Department has released a scholarship directory for the frrst time at UM-St. Louis.
The project began last year when a committee was
formed in ajoint effort by the Dffice of Student Financial
Aid and the Division of University Relations, to revise the
process of awarding scholarships.
'This has changed the distribution of applications,"
said Tony Georges, director of Financial Aid. "For example, applications can be submitted throughout the semester until the deadEne, which is March 31."
Georges said that late applications will be accepted,
but scholarships will be awarded on a frrst-come, fustserved basis.
There have been 8,000 copies printed so far. The fonns
will be available in the Student Financial Aid office,
Admissions, Registration and the College of Arts and
Sciences. A total of 11,000 applications for scholarships
have been ordered. Once they arrive they will be inserted
into the directories and distributed.
Georges said that students who are interested in applying immediately can go to the admissions office and' get a
packet which contains a general scholarship application.
The scholarship directory will be updated every year,"
Georges said. "Some of the scholarships and infonnation
came from University Relations and were compiled into
one book."
In the front of the directory is a table of contents, which
specifies its purpose: to list a wide variety of scholarships
available at UM-St. Louis. It also lists outside resources
for res'earching scholarships. There is a "helpful hints"

.7
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Each year the United Way con. tacts colleges and universities
throughout the metropolitan area to
contribute money for their campaign. Administrators, faculty and
staff at UM-St. Louis havl! always
given to the United Way of Greater
S1. Louis.
"Faculty, staff and administrators have always been most generous in their response to the United
Way," said Kathy Osborn, vice
chancellor of University Relations
and United Way campus chair. "Last
year we. had a record 33 percent
participation."
Osborn said UM-St. Louis has
always been successful in reaching

"Faculty, staff and administrators have
always been mos~ gene;ous in their
response to the United Way."
-Kathy Osborn, vice chancellor of University
Relations
or surpassing its goal; the goal for
1996 is $42,000. So far, the campaign has collected about $34,000.
The United 'Way, in conjunction with over 140 local health and
human' services organizations, provides assistance to people in the St.
Louis metropolitan area. One in
three people in the area recei ves aid
through United Way services. These

services include preventing youth
violence, caring' for children and
the elderly, and providing food,
shelter and clothing during disasters. The United Way also provides
job training imd assistance for the
disabled.
Of the money raised for the campaign, 92 percent goes directly to
United Way member agencies. Of

the remaining eight percent, five
percent goes toward fundraising and
three percent is used for year-round
administration costs, including monitoring budgets and services. All of
the money stays in the are,a, servicing
. people throughout Missouri and IllinOis.
The United Wayfundraisingcampaign is not limited to University
employees. Students can contribute
to the campaign by filling out a pledge
card in the University Relations Department, 421 Woods Hall.
This year's campaign began with
a kickoffluncheon on Sept. 19, where
more than 50 United Way campaigners distributed information packets
to university emp10yees.
The campaign will continue
through Friday.

OPINION/EDITORIAL
October 2)-, 1996
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editor in chief

BRoSt-JIA.

What would it be like if The Current was
comprised of professional journalists? The paper would probably be full of Associated Press
stories or articles that catered more toward the
faculty than the students. There's little doubt
that the typos and journalistic errors committed
by this rag-tag bunch would be eliminated. And
with a professional
layou t crew , the
overall look of the
paper would be
more, well, professionallooking.
The students
who were really ambitious could keep
track of old issues,
answer the phone, or,
if they were lucky, write a story off of a press
release.
Who knows, with some Mizzou I-school
graduates behind the wheel, The Current cou ld
be a paper treasured by the entire metropolitan
area.
But to the chagrin of a few libeled administrators (not this year, of course), it will never
happen.
However, this scenario has happened, albeit
not as dramatically, at KWMU. Once upon a
time, students were given the chance to broadcast their pwn show while most people ill the
Western Hemisphere slept. The students were
on the air from midnight to 6 a.m. Some of those
students, like ChannelS's Frank Cusamano and
KMOX's Kevin Colleen, went on to careers in
radio and TV. Others didn't.
In any case, KWMU provided students with
a stepping stone to get a job in the local
community.
It's true that KWMU pro vides the school
with a certain element of prestige, but then
again, so does churning out talented students .
I'm not trying to knock KWMU or any of its
staff. There's no question that Nation al Public
R~dio and new programs such as The World are
top-notch and provide the community with a
great service. Andjust for background, UM-St.
Louis was established for the purp se of educating the community. :KWMU, set up in 197 I,
filled a cultural void as St Louis did not have a
station that played classical music: at the time. It
also provided the public with an additional
news outlet.
Since that time, Chancellor Blanche Touhill
has done a tremendous job in providing nonstudents opportunities at education . Touhill has
brought to UM-St. Louis the Telecommunity
Center, which opens next semester, as well as
interactive video courses. She has more than
done her share in fulfill UM-St. Louis ' s mi ssion. In light of this , shifti ng some of the se
resources, namely the radio station, back to the
students should be considered. After all, ed ucating students is ·part of the mission too.
Unless there's a person willing to stand up,
students at UM-St. Louis will never have the
opportunity to get on the air or play any type of
role in production. Currently, students interning at KWMU do little m ore than log tapes.
Sure, students can find an internship at almost
any local radio station in town. And th ose with
enough ini tiati ve and dri ve might get the chance
to do something other than fetch coffee. In fact,
one morning this summer, my alarm c.\ock~
radio went off just at U1vl-St. Louis's own Tom
O'Keefe was doing a comedy pie.ce on weener
dog,s (1 didn't catch the whole thing).
But not everyone gets the chance to be a
morning radio personality while they are still in
school. However, that chance migh t be more
easily attainable jf the University and KWMU
would allow students a time slot in which they
could learn their craft from hands- on experience, not a textbook.
Personally, I would enjoy li stening to students on the drive into school. I'll take DJ's
talking about whatever is on their mind over
news from around the worfd a ny day.
A radio station with student talent would
also be a good complement to the newspaper. It
could serve as an additional vehicle for stimulating discussion or thought on this camp us.
Everyone can respect and appreciate a product that is professionally produced. But every
professional was at one time an amateur. And at
any university, every student should be o ne.
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Homecoming week activities create worthwhile traditions
Last week's concerted effort by administrators, student leaders and organi zations to promote campus wide activities, in conjunction wilh the
weekend's homecoming festivities, is
one of the best ways to create lasting
traditions at UM-St. Louis.
These creati ve acti vities were interestingly geared to the multicultural and
non -traditional segments of our campus while at the same time, included our
growi ng residential population in the
residence halls and at the University
Meadows Apartment complex.

While the Midni gh t Madnes s celebration
could have been more thoughtfu lly scheduled on Mon day to coord in ate with the national event of th e same nam e, UM-St.Louis '
version was no Ie exciting even if a small
number of students took ad vantage of the
prom ti n.
Litmag 's T hur day reading upheld the
lon gstanding tradition it ha n the campus as
a premier avenue for fiction writers, poe ts
and artists to see their work in print.
With continued supp rt of Den nis and
Betty Chitwood, the Newman House put on
an intriguing perfonn a nce Tuesd ay .

And though it was cancelled du e to
inclcment ,>-\leather, tht' bonfire at U-Meadows is possibly the most successful of these
activities to promote a sense of an nual
tradition on a less-than-cohesive campus.
All of these activities fos ter a notion of
belonging within the campus conununity
and flavor what may otherwise be a monoton ous drudge from home t school and
back again. When coupled with a first-rate
education, these annual events are the stuff
that fond memories of one' s college experience are made of.
We could all use a litt! more of that.

Letters to the editor
-------~----

-

-

-

-

-
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Student condemns rally advertisement
To the editor:
This weekend I was on campus
working on a paper. Upon leaving the
computer lab, I encountered some eyecatching flyers stapled to trees all over
the campus. You may he familiar with
the flyer I am talking about: "Anti-

Columbus Day Rally ," etc . etc . with soli dar. ity messages from the !I Afri can People's
Revolutionary Party.
First of all, if one wants to post flyers on
campus , they are supposed to be on bulletin
boards. Second, they are supposed to be
cleared through the Office of Student Acti vities. Finally, I think it is a disgrace that people

would pound hu ge staples in to all the
trees around camp us just beca use they
know that they lVould never be given
permission to post the flyers on bulletin
boards properly. This pis sed me off.
Thanks for listening.

Robert Chandler

Homecomin'g not publicized adequately
To the editor:
A major social event sponsored by
the Student Government Association,
Homecoming 1996, was held last week
with the soccer game and danc·e of
Saturday. When did you find out about
the ev(!nts?
Unless you are involved in campus
activities, you probably knew little if
anyth in g about them until last week's
Current when the SGA announced the
events with a full page ad .
The SGA is concerned with increasing student involvement on campus. This year the SGA established a
Student Involvement Committee as one
of its standing committees.
However, in order to get students
involved in major acti\·ities such as
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Homecoming, tudents need to be given infonnalion about these ac tivities.
Because this is a commuter campus where
the majority of students work, infonnation
about major events must be available earlier
so people can make arrangements to take off
work if they want to attend.
Not many people can make arrangements
to take off Saturday if they find out on Monday.
The date of the Homecoming Dance was
known in August. It should have been known
to the whole student body as soon as school
started in order that students who work could
make arrangements and other student organizations would not schedule conflic6ng events.
One of the campus' sororities had its infonnal
last Saturday night.
Lastly, Homecoming is an event that is
designed to bring the campus community

together as a whole. However, many
alumni do not know about Homecoming.
This is bad since the maj ority of Our
alumni stay in the St. Louis area after
graduation. However, the Homecoming
Committee fails to get alumni invo lved
by not infonning them.
The SGA should be glad that they are
not graded on Homecoming. Uthey were,
their grade fo r publicity would be an F.
Hopefully next year's committee will
learn from this year's failure and improve. Homecoming is a valuable addition to student life on this campus if all
students can get involved. However, in
order for them to get involved , students
must not get the informat ion less than a
week before the event.

Steven M. Wolfe

Maybe Columbus
could've stayed home
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
Though I don't eat apple pie , I do love m~
mother and certain ly believe tbatAmerica is stil
the greatest land on which to be born.
To hear someofthe speakers at lastMonday';
anti-Columbus Day rally tell it, the United State
is little more than the mmpit of civ ilization, ;
country peopled by greedy, brutish Neander
thals swimming in a vile sink of social and mora
degradation.
And
the
premise is fairly
defensibl e: Colum.bus, by all historical accounts, does
appear to have
rath er
blindly
stumbled o nt o,
rather than intentionally reached the
shores of what is
now North America. In so doing, he initial
a chain of events that can be directly linked to
slave trade and the decimation of the I
nation. And to this rather unpleasant
European Americans undeniably are lin
Linked, I say, but not inextricably tied to.
The f1ashpoint of Monday's dem
was primarily economic. The prevailing
among these activists is that, because in
American infancy capitalism relied heavily
slave labor and later served to fund the
tion of indigenous people, present-day
ism (and by predication America) should
replaced by some socialist/neo-communist
gime.
One student purported to have been
chologically coerced," another "un
doctrinated" into the "empirical" slavery
talism. Everyone seemed to agree who
edly that they can imagine no existence
repugnant than the one they are "forced" to
here in a nation of unparal leled oppress ion.
Admittedly, pure capitalism tends to
ize the very rich few and the very poor
Further, American industry hasn't been the
forthri ght standard-bearer of affinnative
But lumping these two exclusive ob
together, chanting a few leftist recitations
the mixture and calling it sound soci al ideo
is just plain ludicrou .
.
This type of selecti v analysis onvellien~
leaves out that because of th se polari zing t
dencies, the government has intervened
regulated our market sy. tern to help stave
though not elimi nate entirely the disparities t
capitalism creates. N ot only do legislative m
sures like the Shennan Anti-trust Act attest
this, but also the Federal Trade Commissio
on-goin g perusal of buyouts and takeovers I
ther testifie at least to the presence of a reg
lory structure within the government.
But these economic issues, thou gh at
heart of Monday 's demonstration, serve onl
mask the deep-seeded hostility that these ac
ists harbor and the longstanding resentment
entire cultures have for the established, An
Saxon power SU'ucture that capitalism rep
1
sen ts.
And while I will be the first to repudiate a1
heritage of nune that may have perpetuated t
atrocitie of slavery and the eradication of t
Native Americans, I have listened far too long
the likes of Monday 's hate-mongering malco
tents hamelessl y imply that I and my father a
his fathe r and his father's father somehow 01
to the descendants of every oppressed m inor
an undi sclosed debt of punitive damages for t
injustices of the Pa!;t.
Having been rai sed a God-fearing, churc
going capitalist whose parents instilled witl
me a desire to take accou ntability for myse l1
am proud to tell anyone who is willing to list
that I work very hard for everythi ng I ha ve, tl
by taking responsibility for me, I am accoUJ
able to no one other than myself and my Creatl
And in all candor, my initial response
these rallies is to get fightin' mad. Put up yc
dukes, we're gonna throw down right here.
But I probably get my dockers in a snit
only becau se I've been guilty of directing d
courteous epithets at drivers of co lor, or becal
I impatiently change the channel with a se
important intolerance for documentalies on t
nem'ly eXlinct Native American culture.Butbac
ing a boat up to tile Arch and suggesting they
setsail for the Mother country wi ll not pacify r
conscience or solve any problems .
Instead, I think I'll go back to work.
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Attendance rechoired:
Unive rsity Singers perform in
local choral synposium
by Christine Johnson
of The Current staff

~ MichaelJ. Urness
,f The Current staff

Within a week after I arrived
re two and a half years ago, I
ticed a serious lack of accountjlity on the part of the support
ff and several instructors . I left
coffee cup in a classroom one
y. When I tried to track down
person respons ibl e for cleanth room I was told the custo1 work was contracted out and
re wasn' t anyone on campus
ring the day who might know
ere my cup went.
When Th e Curren/'s of fices
ren '1cleaned for sevcral days, a
weeks ago, I ailed the houseping department who refe rred
to the facilities department who
rred me to .... You get the idea.
till took two additional days to
someo nc in there to clean it,
by that time the f ood in the
te baskets was getting pretty
At a place on campus where
erages are sold, I asked why a
, Un iversity li ke our ' s co uldn't
ord to offer a greater selection
beverages- I was really crava Mountain Dew. The person
ind th register, I'll call her
ep Throat [real name withheld
revent petty reprisals] told me
sk Blanche [Tou hilJ].
"What wou ld she have to do
h it?" I a ked.
"S he's tbe one one wh o made
decision to go with one beverprovider," Deep Throat said .
"Why would she have made a
'ision like that'?" I asked. "It' s
like we're getting a price break
the crap or an yth ing."
"No, it ' s nothing like that,"
p Throat said . "1 heard they [a
erage company] gave the Cobia campus a new scoreboard."
"Are you telling me that for
1ething as c heesy as a damn
reboard , every person who sets
t on this campus is being limto the beverages of one corny?" 1 asked .
"Why don 't yo u ask Blanche?"
ep Throat said again.
, No, she' ll have an answer that
lkes perfect sense to her and her
enda, but it won ' t impress me or
ench my thirst for n Dew .
I bet Blanche has a refrigerator
her ivory tower that 's full of
Duntain Dewar, more likely,
rrier or some fancy flavored mind waters. You can bet th e exclu'e rights of the Aramark and
Ike Corporati ons to all food and
verage co ncessions on campus
esn't impact her or her office in
: least.
Why do professors ignore the
;rupti ve stud ents in th e back of
~ class?
Wh at' s so hard about saying
lUt up or get the hell out of my
,ss?" See, I said it, and it was n' t
rd at all. Didn't they teach you
ything about maintaining c1assJm di scipline in teacher schoo l?
Oh yeah,] forgot, most of you
ve never had any forma l instrucn in teac hing. I'll say more about
s later. Then, too, there are lazy
)fessors who use the overhead
)jector like it 's some kind of
racle teachin g device.
They often have screens that
, as wide as the room, yet th ey
n' t back the projector up far
)Ugh so that those of us in the
:k row s can see the informati on
y're showing.
If you aren't going to make it
iblefrom every seat in the room,
n give handouts.
We can't all fi t in the front
IS nor should we have to in
er to see, so just back the proor up , say, 10 feet so we can all
Do I sound pissed off?
Your damn right I am, and I'm
. getting started.

The University Singers sang
pieces from its current repertoire at
the fourth annual Missouri Choral
Symposium held Saturday , Oct . S.
This marked the first time this festival of college choirs from around
the state has been he ld in St. Louis .
UM: -St. Louis sponsored the
event, along with Webster University, Washington University and
St. Louis University .
Eight choirs attended the eve nt
at the Episcopal Christ Church Cathedral do wn town. Participants
from Truman Uni versity and the
Uni versity of Missouri-Kansas City
and _2 representatives from college choirs around the state came to
vie w the groups. Eac h choir present
sang two or three songs that they
had been practici ng . The piece
ranged from "Sing We and Chant
It," a madrigal sung by the SLU
Mastersingers, to a very Ii ve ly rendition of "Yankee Doodle" by the
Washing ton Uni ver ity Choir.
"I j ust li ked the atmosphe re; it
wasn' t a co mpetition," musi educalion major Heather Carmichael
said.

Another member of the UM-St.
Louis group. Dale Hampton, added,
"I was introduced to some very
different kinds of singing ensembles
and materials."
This was the debut performance
of the UM-St. Louis University Singers under their new director, Sally
Herman. The choir performed two
songs, "The Banks 0' Doon," aslow,
emo tional piece, and "Gloria in
Excelsis Deo ," which is very energetic and rhythmic. Deb Wyatt, a
choir member, said, "Our performance has shown how much we've
grown over the· last month as an ensemble."
Dale Hampton commented, "The
From Left: Joannette Woods, Eric Drennen , Micky Koyn and
Singers performance was one of the
break, displaying thier singers' casual wear.
one of the most musical and unifying
vocal experiences for me."
A highlight of the symposium was Amy Kaiser, director of the SI. Louis in a building (like Christ Church Caan organ demonstration by William Symphony Chorus, conducted the thedral) that goes with the music.
Partridge, the director of music at 350-person ensemble.
She is also excited about the col"When you get 350 people sing- laboration that the Symphony has with
Christ Church Cathedral. Partridge
improvised on a popular American . ing in a resonant area, you get sounds UM,~St. Louis.
hymn , "America the Beautiful ," that really are unique," Kaiser said .
"I think that it is very important
showing off the pipe organ's amazing "It is a community experience, creat- . that there should be some collaboracapabilities.
ing those sounds by working together tion between the Symphony and the
In the symposium's main event, and concentrating."
University, and there is in the Music
She was glad the participants got Department," Kai ser said.
the whole group of choirs sang two
Anton Bruckner religi ous choral to know these beautiful pieces as part
"It is wonderful to have the oppieces, "Ave Mafia" and "Os Iusti." of the choral repertoire and sing them portunity to work with the singers at

photo: Christine Johnson

Sarah Rosegrant take a

UM-St. Louis a little bit, because we
same community and
are part of
are all very interested in choral music," Kaiser continued.
Kaiser and Wyatt got to the essence of the symposium. "You realize how much greater the sum of all
the parts is than your own ind.ividual
effort ," Kaiser explained.Wyatt said,
"Saturday gave me the opportunity to
do what I love to do most-make
music with other musicians ."

me

Faculty member publishes book of poetry
Steven Schreiner discusses his newly released collection of writing
by Sean Stockburger
feat ures associate

cause many poems focus on his experiences with love, death, and longing
fo r the past. On the cover of his book
The poe try o f E nglish prafes or is a photograph of his first father, who
Steven Schre iner has been published died when Schreiner was 7. A salesin man y nati onal magazine includ- man, Schreiner'S father also played
ing Puetry , Poet and Critic and the cell in a quartet. Too young to
Hipology. This Fall , Ridgeway Press remember him, the photographs and
released the fi rst colle tio n of his the cello were all Schrei ner had to
define his father. Schreiner's second
work titled Too Soon To Leave.
Schreiner describes cal ls much of father died when he was 14, and their
his writing as "personal poetry," be- relationship was not a good one, as

~wman :;{ouse Prayers debut

during :J{omecoming wee/(
by Jill Barrett
features editor

Nolte, president of the Newman
House. The student players had
three weeks to prepare their debut
The' Newman H ouse celperformance. The Newman House
ebrated Homecom ing Week by
Players include Annie Raczkiewcz,
staging a play about the original junior education major ; Mark
homecoming. This story, based
Maier, freshman accounting major;
on the biblical account of the
and Mike Eckelkamp, freshman
prodigal so n, was performed by co mpurter science major. Gina
the Newman House Players last
Puglisi served as a narrator, and
Wednesday at noon in le. PenDennis Chitwood , pastor at
ney auditorium .
Newman House, also performed~
''' The Prodigal Son' is a
"The people at the Newman
Christian example of God's unHouse are really accepting," Puglisi
conditional love," explained Betty
said at the end of the play . Puglisi,
Chitwood of the Newman Hou se.
who is Jewish, explained that she
According to Chitwood, the idea
had not heard of the Bible story
for the play came during a meetuntil the group formed but still felt
ing of the campus ministers . They
that the Newman House Players
wanted to contribute to Homewere a very comfortable group of
coming Week festivities, and the ' people .
Newman House Players arose
The performance itself was very
from this decisio n . .
informal. For future performances ,
"The bi ggest problem The
the Newman House Players are
Players had was time-coordi - · "available only upon request," said
nating schedules,"said Daniel
Dennis Chitwood .

"It is a hard process, because it does take
a lot of effort and a lot of continual
submissions to publications. /I

Steven Schreiner

one, as the poem Backrub reveal s. guess those are themes I am close to"
Schr inersaid The Beginning ofLove
Schreiner began writing in high
is the only poem where his first father school after being inspired by Kurt
tries to appear. "The image for me in Vonnegut's books Mother Night and
my head was I had a fa ther who . Slaughterhouse Five ..
played the cello," Schreiner said . "But
" All kinds of emotions started to
at the same time I'm writing about come up," Schreiner said. "He was
this hurtful man [his second father] , writing about powerful experiences:
and at the end all of the emotions are death, the Second World War, and
confused there."
characters who had experienced loss .
Letting others read poetry that is Vonnegut gave me a reason to write
personal and revealing is an experi- about something."
ence that Schreiner has dealt with on
By the' time he went to .college,
many occasions. "Some readers it Schreiner ' s writing became more perturns off immediately .' They prefer sonal. "!twas kind ofasecret," he said.
something more distant. . . the emo- "It was also something I remember
tions more disguised ... more intellec- being the first thing that I liked. It was
tual, " he said. "The trick about per- sort of my own."
sonal poetry is to write it so that it
Ironically, Schreiner almost mamoves rather than embarra ss es jored in engineering. At the same time,
people."
he decided to take some creative writN ot all of Schreiner's poems ex- ing classes and eventually switched to
plore such difficult emotional terri- the English department. During coltory . Poems such as Young Muscle lege, his poetry appeared in campus
and Chuck-A-Burger Drive-In are hu- magazines, but i.t was after finishing
morous and nostalgic looks at ado- his bachelor's degree that he published
lescence and young love. Some of . for the first time in a national magaS'chreiner's favorite poems combine zine.
natural beauty and nostalgia for the
"I think like young writers do, I
past. "Continental Divide is one that sen t jt to the best. . . to the top magaI'm close to because it has nature in zine," Schreiner said of the magazine
it. .. and the western landscape, and simply titled Poetry. "It was like a
it's also about a relationship that is moon shot. To my utter surpri st*they
having trouble," Schreiner said. "I took a poem, and that made me a poet

immediately ."
That first publi shed poem, The
Diver, gave Schreiner a wonderful
start that he is proud of to this day . It
also made him take the business
side of poetry more seriously. "It is
a hard process, because it does take
a lot of effort and a lot of continual
submissions to publications," he
said. "You should do it constantly,
and with as little emotion as possible. I love to publish, and I hate to
get rejected."
Writing has not always been easy
for Schreiner. After finishing his
bachelor's degree, he did not write
any poetry for three years . "It was a
mystery to me," Schreiner said. "I
had excelled sort of in the undergraduate classes , and in poetry writing . I got out of the university and I
couldn' t finish a poem. I was baffled,
so I went back to school."
Schreiner earned a doctorate
from the University of Iowa His
first teaching job was as a teaching
assistan t while in graduate school.
With no teaching experience, he
nervous at first; but Schreiner said
he fell in love with teaching . ."By
virtue of being a grad uate student,
they gi ve you a class. No training,"
he said. "] thought, 'this is great. It' s
very hard, but it' s great. '"

What's your biggest pet peeve? by Shelley Satke
of The Current staff

"My pet peeve is when my boyfriend sticks .his
f inger in my mouth when I try to yawn."

- Melissalohnson
Freshman-Undecided

."Tylenol commercials! I can't stand commercials in general, arid those just annoy
·me."

- Kara Hapner
Senior-Elementary Ed.

- Bill Dawson
Senior-General. Studies
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For the second year
.
In succeSSIon, Pat
Rauscher is the man everyone at Homecoming
is blaming for · them
having a good time.
.

by Scott Lamar
editor in chief

Shortly after
the King and
Queen danced,
Unash and
members of her
sorority
engagedin
their own
rendition of
Sister Sludge's
HWe are
family_"

Rauscher, alo ng with several students'from the Honors Colltl':: and the
Residence Halls , planned the dance on
Saturd ay night.
Nearly 200 UM-St. Louis students
attended, many staying until midnight.
After dinner, almost everyone had a
good time mingling, moshing, or doing
the Macerena.
Rauscher, a nursing student, said he
organized this event to take some of the
pressure off (1 f an already busy SGA
executive c ommittee.
"Things weren ' t bappe ni ng,"
Rauscher said . "SGA had the electi ons
going on an d was dealing with all k inds
of problems."
SGA Pres ident Bob Fri tchey said
that time is a critical fact or when plan ning an eve nt such as Homecoming.
"You alm os t need to plan it out a
year in adva nce. " he said . ''I'd li ke to get
~Iu mni in vo lved but you have to give
them advance not ice."
Fritchey said he felt lhat this year's
Home omin gwas anim provemenl over
las t year 's dance, whic h Rauscher also
planned . Fri tc hey and SGA Co mptroller
Ron Cham berlin praised Rau scher fo r
his hard work.
"It was all Pat," C hamberlin said .
"He did a hell uva job. "
The e enin g reached its clim ax durin g the Homecoming Court ceremony.

Chamberlin, president of Pi Kappa Alpha, was named Homecoming King and
Heather Unash, a member of Delta Zeta
sorority, was crowned Homecoming
Queen.
Shortly after the King and Queen
danced, Unash and members of her sorority engaged in their own rendition of
Si ster Sludge's "We are family. "
Chamberlin w~s mobbed by his fraternity brothers.
Although the planning for the dance
only started six weeks ago, Rau scher
said preparation should begin much ear. li er.
"You have to get a DJ, find a hotel,
set the ticket prices and advertise well in
advance, " hesaid . "Getting the word out
is the biggest problem."
But Rauscher said the end result is
worth the trouble .
Above: For many, Homecoming was a chance for friends to get together.
"It's coming here and seeing people
you know" Rauscher said. "It all comes
down to tonight."
Below: Homecoming was a blast for Delta Zeta.
Rauscher said he would also like to
plan next year's dance. He cited organizational turnover as oneofthe barriers to
building theeventevery year. He said he
wants to estab lish something, perhaps in
writing, so new student leaders don't ·
have to reinvent the wheel when it comes
to organizing Homecoming.
"There's no consistency," Rauschcr
aid. 'The process needs to flow from
year to year.
'The show goes on," he said. "We
have to keep improving."
(Editor's aside: Homecoming provi ded students with a rare opportunity to
dress up in thcir finest duds and enjoy an
elegant evening at a cheap price. It also
gave students a chance to practice eating
a meal with more than one utensil. You
ne ver know, some of us may be doing
the ballroom thing after we graduate.)

CAM us

THE BEST JOB 0
..

•

• • • IS UP THESE STAIRS

Make the right move.
•
The Current has mmediate openings for advertising representat·ves. Flexible hours.
Potential income of
$300-$400 per week.
Great experience for
communication'and
Tile Current
marketing majors.
Apply in person at or 7940 · atural Bridge Road
51. Louis, MO 63121
send resume to:
•
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Ask
Fredrico

Wacky Whoopi wows audience in The Associate
by Nathanael D. Schulte
of The Current staff
Did yo u ever wond e r what
Whoopi Goldberg would look like as
an old, white man? You won't have
to guess anymore after the Oct. 25
release of The Associare.
The story begins in New York
City with Laurel Ay res (Whoopi
Goldberg), a robust young financial
analyst busy working her way to the
top of the corporate ladder. Ayres
soon finds a few rungs cut out from
under her when her morally corrupt
companion, Frank, gets a promotion,
despite her seniority and greater abil ity. At that point she decides to quit
the firm and start one of her own.
Laurel finds , after calling everyone on her contact list, that not one
business man in the New York area
will do business with a woman out on
her own . So much for equal rights,
huh?

Finally, Sally (Dianne West), a
secreiary from the old firm , comes
over and helps Ayres land a lastminute meeting with Fallon (Eli
Wallach), one of the firm's biggest
clients. Howcver, when Laurel goes
to the meeting, she again finds the
door about to be slammed in her face.
At the last second, she tells Fallon she
has a male partner, Robert S. Cutty
who is away on business. This persuades Fallon to take a look at her
proposal. After reading it over, he
decides to sign with Cutty/Ayres.
After this success, Laurel decides
to get the word out about Cutty . First,
she creates a business listing for him
on the Internet. Then she rents a new
office and decorates it with such
manly items as a Rhinoceros head ,
guns, golf clubs, a Harvard business
degree, and numerous celebrity pictures with forged signatures. She also
hires Sally as her personal assistant.
Eventually, everyone in the na-

tion is begging to do business with
Cutty/Ayres, and everything is going
perfectly, until disaster strikes. The
SEC shows up at the office one day
s ummoning Robert Cutty to a preliminary hearing on insider trading
charges.
Now Laurel is stuck with a huge
problem: How will she deal with the
fact that there is no Robert S. Cutty.
Answer: She becomes Cutty. Can she
do it? Can she fool the press and the
government? I guess you '11 just have
to find out for yourself, won't you .
The Associate, while asking you
to swallow a huge pill in believing
that someone can basically comm.it
fraud and get away with it, is nonetheless an entertaining movie. Although it's probably not Oscar materi al, Whoopi Goldberg is entertaining in her own wacky and crazy way,
and her character brings life to the
film. The whole concept of transforming her into an old, white man

makes thi.s film worth seeing.
There is one thing- to watch out
for though: even though this a PG-13
film , there is a flash of partial nudity.

by Michael Strantz
of The Current staff

So, you might want to leave the kids
home, or leave yourself at home if
that sort of thing offends you , as it
does me.

FREDRICO FENDS OFF HIS
OLD LOVER AND CRITIC
Dear Fredrico: It's Abigail Van
Buren, everyone knows me as
Dear Abby . What the heck is
wrong with you') The advice you
are giving is single~handed1y
destroying the values and souls
of our great society. I recently
did a background check on you
and learned that you are not even
a licensed therapist. You're adog
catcher for crying out loud. I write
this advice not just as a colleague,
but as a friend. Please, seek help.
There are people out there who
can help you.
Abby
Dear Abby, Hah! I was wondering when I was going to hear
from you. Your getting a little
jealous ofal! of the attention I am
receiving, aren't you? Where do
you get off telling me that I'm
not qualified to give advice? Have
you ever been attacked and bitten by a pack of rabid dogs Ii ke I
have?Ididn ' tthinkso. Why don't
you just take your prissy attitude
and get out of my business.

Whoopi Goldberg stars as Wall Street whiz Laurel Ayers and Tim
Daly as her less-than-honest c.olleague Frank in The Associate.

Sleepers delivers new spin on old theme-revenge
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
Mos t people can think back to the
days of their childhood when roam ing the neighborhood never got tiresome and two hours seemed like 10.
Pulling pranks and acting tough were
just ways to prove that you were cool.
In Sleepers, the lives offouryoung
boys growing up in Hell' s Kitchen,
New York, in 1967 epitomize freedom and innocence. At the time, the
area located on Manhattan's west side
was known for its violent spousal
abuse and a heavy Mafia influence.
In thi s turpulent environment, it was
all too easy for mischievous boys to

00

ge t into trouble.
T he only supervision the boys,
(Joe Perrino, Brad Renfro, Geoff
Wi gdor and Johnathan Tucker) get
comes from thei r local parish priest
(Rohert DeNiro). He cares more about
the boys than their own parents and
tries his best to steer them away from
the bounty of misadventure. Unfortunately for them, a simple scheme to
pilfer a hot dog on a hot summer day
gocs horribly wrong.
Scared and remorseful, the boys
are sentenced to reform school for their
deed. At the school (actually more of a
prison than anything else) the worst
atrocities a person could imagine occur. The young boys are beaten, sexu-

Soon·To Leave

ally abused and tortured regularly by
four of the school's guards. To say that
this had a chilling, heart-wrenching
effect is an understatement. To the credit
of director Barry Levinson, he brilliantly conveys to the audience what is
happening without the sights or sounds
of graphic violence, avoiding the lure
of showing asickening attack for cheap
shock value. Still, the audience impact
is no less intense.
Their young lives shattered and
weighted down. wjth humiliating baggage, the boys, now men, keep the
memories a secret.
Fast forward to 1981. One of the
boys (Jason Patric) now works for the
New York Times and another (Brad

Too Soon to Leave is the first
collection of poetry by illv1-St. Louis
professor Steven Schreiner. It contains 38 poems distributed among
four chapters. Each chapter seems to
focus on a different period in the
poet's life, but many times the poems
overlap and transcend any chronological order. Exploring themes such
as love, sex, divorce, adolescence,
hitchhiking, death and beauty in nature; this book has .s omething to offer
almost any reader.
The poetry of the first chapter
explores Schreiner's early childhood
experiences with death. His first father, whose photograph is on the cover
of the book, died when Schreiner was
7. His second father died seven years
later. In the book's first poem, "Twice
Lost to Pity ," Schreiner describes how

Barbara Lambronight I Fee l Like Texas
Sugar Hill)
Have yo u been hanker' n for some
ole ' fashioned country music ,
lackhills , bluegrass style? Then BarlaraLamb's Tonight] Feel Like Texas
night be for you.
If "Texas is a state of mind" as
:omeone once claimed (most likely a
texan); then these stompin' rhythms
md rambunctious arrangements will
Iring you as close to the Lone Star
;tate as you can get with your feet
till rooted in Missouri.
This album, Lamb ' s latest release
~ood

on the Sugar Hill label, showcases
her unique talent, talent which .has
led Sugar Hill to dub her the "Smoking Fiddle."
Tonighl] Feel Like Texas offers
13 tracks of classic country in the
hillbilly style, seasoned with a dash
of rockabilly and a hint of jazz to
round out the mix. The techno-base
and heavy . drum beats common in
much of contemporary country have
been given the boot.
Lamb's current effort takes its
place in a long line of accomplishments as she has already worked on
three previous albums and played
hundreds of concerts, with appear-

The men, with the assistance of a
drunken slob of an attorney (Dustin
Hoffman), conspire to expose the misdeeds of the reforrn school and its
guards.
Kudos should go out to Levinson
for his originality . Revenge movies are
a clime a dozen, but few are as intricately woven as Sleepers.
On the down side, Sleepers was
extcruciatingly slow and long (running
time--2:20). It could have stood some
additional editing.
Overall, the I)igh cali ber acting (es.pecially from DeNiro- coupled with an
interesting "true" story (the truth to the
story is suspect) make Sleepers worth
seeing.

Poet deals with life, love, pain
by Sean Stockburger
features associate

-----------Progress Bluegrass

Pitt) is an assistant district attorney.
TIle other two (Billy Crudup and Ron
Ellard) are killers who conveniently
(almost too conveniently) happen upon
the m ost vile guard/pedophile (Kevin
Bacon) a<; he sits in a restaurant. The
men's initial reaction is somewhat surprising. They act as ifhe had cut them
off on the highway rather than raped
them on countless occasions. Obviously, every ounce of childhood degradation poured from their trif!gertingers
they calmly oot Jam into bark
cbum. With this act, however, the desire to get justice reaches a boiling
point. However, revenge is to be sought
in a nontraditional manner-a courtroom.

ances atSan Francisco' s Great American Music Hall , Symphony Hall in
Boston and Carnegie Hall. She has
also appeared with Emmylou Harris,
k.d. lang, Charlie Daniels and Robert
Fulghum , author of All J Really Need
To Know J Learned in Kindergarten.
If you like your music to take you
west, give Barbara Lamb a listen.
(Wendy Verhoff)

-----Ska-Punk
Re.al Big FishTurn The Radio Off
(Mojo Records)
Funky, outrageously hip and decidedly irreverent are words that
barely scratch the surface when attempting to define the sound of the
Southern California septet Real Big
Fish on their sophomore CD Turn
The Radio Off The band's fist re-

see Reviews} page 6

his 'e arly experiences with funerals
affected his self image as a child.
This first poem beautifully describes a sense of loss, but it also
offers childlike optimism. Because
the beginning of the book depicts
Schreiner's early life, it makes the
reader want to continue, to see the
child grow and experience better
times. In later poems, the reader will
find such diversity as the humor of
adolescent boys trying to impress a
girl in "Young Muscle" and the sense
of adventure and wild youth in
"Things I No Longer Do."
Schreiner's background as an
English professor shows in his ability
to use different sty les of writing effectively. Not only does he cover a
variety of topics in this collection,

Whiteness" displays a classical
style that uses imaginative metaphors to describe divine beauty
and light emerging from darkness.
Schreiner's poetry offers depth
in both content and style. It is
never dull or predictable. You
will want to carry Too Soon To
Leaye with you to read on the
Metro in between classes, or in
your favorite park or bar.

I

Oh,cutitoutGranny. Yourembarrassing me.
Dear Fredrico: What.on God ' s
earth is going on with all oftllese
students getting busted for PQSsessiDn of ov er-the-counter
drugs ? Last week, another high
school girl was suspended when
a drug sniffing dog discovered
she had Advil in her purse. I
always bring pain relievers to
school because of bad cramps.
Now I have to be afraid that I'll
get suspended. What should I
do?
Monica
Do not worry. Various avenues
exist in whicb you can still obtain these drugs while on campus. I currently have· a small inventory of the popular pain reliever Nyquil. It's a little more
expensive than usual, but that's
the price we must pay for the
secrecy.

The poet will read and sign his
new book at Left Bank Books and
Coffee at 399 N. Euclid in the
Central West End this Thursday at
7:30 p.m. The event is free and

Dear Fredrico: My father said
that if! pulled my head out of my
ass, the world would be a much
prettier place. What do you suppose he meant by that?
Dave

validated parking wilt be available
on the Euclid lot one-half block
north of the bookstore. For informati on, or to \ reserve an

Ihave no clue. He's your fatber,
just humor him and do it.

but each poem seems to ha ve its own autographed copy of the book if
rhythm and tempo. While mucb of you cannot attend, call (314) 367the poetry could be described as c<?n- , 6731. The book is also on sale in
temporary, "This Dawn A Spectral

Dear Fredrico: You have such a
pretty smile. It's a shame you
don't smile more often.
Grandma

the University Bookstore.

Dear Fredrico: I was painting
my kitcben the other day when
the door bell rang. I wen! to answerthe door and, I'll be damned
if it wasn't Trish Brown from
News 4. I invited her i~, and we
laughed and made small talk
about the weather. Then to my
alarm, she told me th~t the air
quality in my house was poor. I
thinkshesaid it was a "Red Alert"
because of all the paint fumes.
She suggested that I open the '
windows and screen doors. After
I took her advice and ventilated
the room , I turned around to thank
her, but she was already gone.
Could you please print my letter
so that she will know how grateKen
ful I am.
' Latest Presidential Poll:
Bill Clinton 26%
Bob Dole
18%
Fredrico
56%
As usual, following the advice of
Fredrico may result in bodily
harm, severe mental anguish or
outright depression.
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Fish, from page 5
lease, Everything Sucks, was an underground success in California in
1995, ltsold several thousand copies.
The band sounds like a cross between the Bare Naked Ladies and
They Might Be Giants with a little
Austin Lounge Lizards thrown in .for
good measure. I have no idea where
the punk label comes from, but the
ska influence is obvious . .
Real Big Fish features abig-bandsounding horn section. Trumpet players Tavis Werts and Scott
Klopfenstein, along with dueling
trombonists Grant Barry and Dan
Regan give the band rhythm and raw
power that would rival many Latin
American bands . Guitarist Aaron
Barrett, drummer Andrew Gonzales

Singer Songwriter~

and bassist Matt Wong hold it all
together.
.
The group began as a three-piece,
rock ' n' roll, cover band with Aaron,
Wong and Gonzales who were inspired by ska to add the horn section.
"She's Has A Girlfriend Now" is
a sarcastic song about a guy who got
dumped for a chick. It features the
lines: I'll shave my legs/ I'll wear a
bra! I'll even cut my penis offforyou.
The guys take a poke at love and
alternative music in "Alternative,
Baby." And they also pay a tonguein-cheek tribute to a gangsta rapper
on "Snoop Dog, Baby."
There's not a person or ~ocial institution that's safe from these guys ..
. Tum The Radio Off is righteously
· raw. You golta love it, or not.
(Michael J. Urness)

Patty GriffinLiving With Ghosts
(A&M Records)

REAL big FISH
--~--~---------------------Pop

Merril BainbridgeThe Garden

my work.':.
Her first single, "Mouth," was

(Universal Records)

released in Australia in late 1994,
but it got lost in the Christmas rush .

America has not seen a hit from

The song was then re-released in

Australia since the band INXS de-

February 1995. The sensuous, up-

buted on the charts. Now, there is a

beat song became the first debut

new face from down under, Merril

song written and sung b y an Austra-

Bainbridge. Her debut CD, The Gar-

Ii an woman to reach number one on

den , is a mixt.ure of ballads, folksy,

that country's charts. Merril signed

mellow tunes and bubble gum pop.

with Universal Records in the

The number of female folk and
singer/songwriter artists releasing
new CDs every ·month never ceases
to amaze me. Patty Griffin's debut
recording, Living With Ghosts. is the
latest to reach The Current offices.
Griffin bought . her first guitar
When she was 16 and immediately
began writing. For a number of reasons, including a lack of confidence,
she didn't begi n performing for others until almost 20 years later. In that
time, she' s amassed a considerable
amount of material.
Griffin lists Ri ckie Lee Jones and
Bruce Springsteen among her influences. "They have been a huge inf1uence, especially in their lyrical image
ery," she said.
In the song, "Moses," Griffin uses
the biblical figure in the refrain: i
need Moses Ito cross this sea ofloneliness/ part this river of pain. The
song ends with the unabashed lines
so i'm just this tragic figure in the
come rover here/with an empty apartment and best friend who is queer.
The third track, "Every Little Bit,"
is Griffin's reflection on a past rela-

lionship in wh ich she asserts both her
. independence and survi val. On Living WiTh Ghosts, Griffin displays a
brutal almost caus ti c honesty. She
writes and sin gs as if on a mission and
as though she has built a window to
her soul. Listening to her music, I
co uld clearly see in side her.
"Lorraine" tells the story of a
woman who's raised by seriously dis. turbed parents. It tells how she escaped the deprived setting and hints
at how her early life may impact the
rest of her life. It's one of the most
beautifully sung and emotionally stirring songs I've ever heard. It gets my
vote for song of the year.
It's easy to pick out the Rickie
Lee Jones ' influence in her vocal
style. Comparisons can also be drawn
between her and Cheryl Crow as well
as a host of others, including the
angst dri Ven muses Alanis Morissette
and Joan Osborne. It wou ldn 't be fair
or accurate, however, to lump Griffin
in with any other artist. Griffin has
many years of co nsiderable life experience and, while some of her songs
may reflect a certai n amount of angst,
it will never be her trademark. Living
With Ghosts is just the beginning
what I hope will be a long and distin
gui shed career. (Michael J. U

Singer-songwriter Bainbridge , United States in 1996.
wrote every song on the CD except

Bainbridge has a different style

"Being Boring," which is an acous-

of performing traditional ballads.

--tic version of the Pet Shop Boys '

She incorporates different types of

. tune. She met her producer Siew

instruments and sounds into her

when she was working as a session

music. You can listen to this CD

singer. He helped in the production

and find something new and differ-

of The Garden. Bainbridge got her

ent in each song.

start trading vocal backing work for
her studio time.

MerriJ Bainbridge

It

is

hard

to

pinpoint

Bainbridges ' style of music. Like

"I would barter my voice for

Alanis Morissette and Natalie Mer-

studio time," Bainbridge says, "tell-

chant (formerly of 10,000 Mani-

ing Siew that 1'd do backing vocals

acs), her style is unique and sets her

on this track or that in exchange for

apart form other musicians. With

a half day of studio time. Hearing

her delightful voice and down-to-

other people's music made me real-

earth style, this singer-songwriter

ize that the songs I had written

is like a breath of fresh air.

weren' t bad at all so I showed him

Patty Griffin

(Bethanie Smith)

Victor Manuel Juarez
November 1974 Chulucanas, Piura-Peru
I am not a ceramist but an artist. And that is why I
agreed to' write this introduction.
Victor Manuel Juarez is a ceramist. He is
self-taught and comes from Chulucanas, that rich flow
of artisans whose knowledge takes the form of piling
up clay with skillful hands to convert it into expres sive and beautiful pieces that combine the language of
ceramics with that of sculpture, using the traditional
techniques of pre-Colombian civilizations.

• Peruvian
RegionallN ative
Costume Show
-Designer: Rene
Delgado Lobafon
-Dresses worn by
Ms. World and

- DATE: Odober
26,1996

- TIME: 7:00 p.m.
- PLACE: UMSLUniversity of
Missouri at
St. Louis
J.e. Penney
Auditorium
8001 Natural
Bridge Rd. st.
Louis, Missouri

Ms. Universe
competitors
• Peruvian
Folkloric Dancers
• Presentation of

tile Documentary
and Exhibition
"'Tourism, Art and
beasures from
Peru"
-Pres,e:nter: Ruben
Baldeon
I
j •

•

Folkloric Dancing
by Adopted
ChHdlen from
jp'e ru
-Director: Susan
HamHton
• Plus Reception

-TICKETS:
$8 Students
$12 in Advance
$15 at Door

For reservations
and information
call:

Only twenty years old, Juarez has already a
full five years of experience, reflections and proposals, crafted with profound criteria. His figures impress
you by their simplicity and richness, the virtually
manual task combined with sure doses of creativity
producing harmony. Visions in black on black, fOnTIS
in movement;reminiscences of the Andes and mirages
of the coast become a set of works, a symbiosis of fOnTI
and depth translated into eloquent spaces sun-ounded
by the noble texture of the material. Thus, the craftsman converts th e crude clay into a clear image of singular beauty.
I predict a great future for Victor Manuel

Juarez in the difficult art of ceamics, that great
tradition of Peru.
Eduardo MOLL
Member of the International
Association of Art Critic s
AlA, Paris-Francia

The Hispanic-La t ino Association continues to celebrate Heritage Month
by proudly presenting Art & Treasure f rom Peru

COME JOIN US
on October 2 3, 1996 at the University Patio
from 11:45 am-1 :00 pm for a FREE demonstration of
a precolumbian art technique by a self-taught ceramic sculpturist
Victor M anuel Juarez

314/664-4026
or

231-7378

Co-sponsors:

ASpecial Evening of Cultural Experience.
HlU wm not want to miss.

St. Peters Cultural Arts Center (3960 Mexico Rd., St. Peters), ISO (Intern ational Student Organization), SGA (Student G overnment Association), UPB (University Program Board, UM-St. Louis
Office of Student Activities and OEO (Office of Equal Opportunity).

i'Fesented by:

Oct. 2~ event-- the Patio is located where the picnic benches are next to jC Penney bldg. and in front of the
"Underground" cafeteria. In case of inclement weher, the schedul ed demonstratio n wi ll be moved to the
University Center's lobby (between the computer store and the money machine).

Nu Peru and EI Ayllu

s

Alicia Friedrichs, President of HIS LA
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Men fall in Homecoming battle
Lone Rangers: Single goal
gives ltivermen fIfth loss
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
At the time you are reading
this I will have quit my job as
manager of the Whooliganz
softball team. Now, now I know
everyone out there is sad but I
had to do it.
Being a manager takes a lot
of hard work and a thick skin .
Both are things that ran thin for
me over the past summer. Okay
back to the beginning. Last summer I decided I would start a
softball team. I filled it with a
bunch of my buddies and several of their friends.
So the summer went on and
we sucked. We finished 2-14.
Okay no big deal first season
jitters . We'll do better next season. We went into winter ball,
3-8-1 was our record there. We
also entered three tournaments
in that time, our record? A grand
1- 7. Thi s year we are currently
2-12 . Now I'mnotcomplaining
about losing, it's more than that,
but a 8-41-1 overall record isn't
too good.
What wore me down was
how much crap you have to take
as a manager. Everyone second
guesses you from parents, to
players to the other team. In
other words nothing you do is
right. And if by chance I did
make a smart move then I received no credit because I was
expected to do it. In messed up,
I get destroyed verbally because
you should have known better.
Somewhere the fun went out
of the game. Instead of going
out and just worrying about doing well and having fun I had to
worry about who was messing
up today or how many people
would show up.
I have to give a lot of credit
to all the coaches because I have
seen how tough it is to organize
12 people on a weekly basis. I
can't even imagine how tough
it is for someone like baseball
coach Jim Brady. He has to organize 25 completely different
players. When the school year
starts all of his new players have
an idea of what they want to do
while on the team. Brady mmt
mold what the player wants to
do into what will the player do
for the team. It's tough .
I learned a lot while running
the team. I learn ed that I have a
lot more fun just being a player
than when I have to run the
show, Thank god it' s over.
On to better things.
Someone help the Cardinals! Theirchoking, oh too late.
I can ' t say how pleased I am
to see the opening of basketball
season getting so much attention. It seems in past years the
beginning of the seaso n for the
Rivermen was just a ho hum
affair. But with the Midnight
Madness event sponsored by
the University Programing
Board it was made into a big
deal.
The event went over very
well, but one thing has me upset
about it. I know there was a
mix -up , but isn't the point of
calling it midnight madness to
practice at midnight? The team
went on at II :30. And the whole
point of the hype is that the
teams can't practice till 12:0 I
. in the morning Tuesday. There
was no reason to start late the
whole ·reason for the latc start
was finished. Hopefully that's
something they will have
worked out next season.

photo: Ken Dunkin

Rivermen forward Mark Mendenhall (18) fends off an aggressive opponent in last week's
Homecoming game.

Despite controling the ball for
most of the game the UM-St. Louis
men's soccer team lost 1-0 against
Wisconsin-Parkside.
The Rivermen controlled most
of the game but with a late goal the
Rangers pulled away. UM-St. Louis
had been attacking looking to get
the first goal but the Rangers stole
the ball with many of the Rivermen
upfield. They flew down the field,
shot and scored.
"I don't like that gave up a goal
late in the game," Rivermen head
coach Tom Redmond said. "We got
caught up and to their credit they
took advantage of it."
"We kept ourselves in it but we
can't have let downs like that ," Rivermen defender Ken Henry said. "It
was only one let down but it hurt
us."
Despite not scoring a goal
Redmond felt that the Rivermen
had the better scoring opportunities.

"1 thought the best goal scoring
chances came from us," he said.
"Their keeper played a little anxious. He got caught in no mans land
a few time."
The Wisconsin-Parkside goalie
was tested mid-way through the second half. He came out of the box
while Rivermen forward Greg
McCarthy had the ball. McCarthy •
held the ball too long, wh en he •
finally fired, he missed the goal.
"If you don ' t put away goals
early it hurts, " Redmond said. " We
just didn't take advantage of the
scoring opportunities."
The loss pushed the teams'
record down to 7-5-2 and 4-2-1 in
the Great Lakes Valley Conference.
The Rangers improved to 11 -2 and
7-1 in the GLVC.
"This is a very emotional loss,"
Rivermen defender Ken Henry said.
"It's a very tough loss. We really
needed this victory. It's hurts to
lose it.
Goalie Mark Lynn once again

see Rivermen, page 8

Riverwomen bring home Homecoming Game
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
In a game packed with plenty of
action , the UM-St. Louis Riverwomen
soccer team cruised to a 2-0 win over
confer ence opponent WisconsinPark ide Saturday at Don Dallas Field.
Both teams came out strong and
appeared to be fired up. They also
battled fo r the ball and showed great
ten acity and ag gress iveness.
UM-St. Louis (1 1-5 overall,6-2
conference) controlled the ball for
much of the first half, but the Wisconsin -Parkside Ran gers (6-8 overall, 2-6
conference) played great defense to
prevent any scoring.
At the onset of the game, both
teams appeared evenly matched. The
only weakness that could have been a
factor was the fact that the Rangers
had only four available substitutes,
which could hav e made them more
fatiqued toward the end of the game.
With tw enty minutes left in the
first half, senior midfielder Beth Ernst
broke a scoreless tie with a goal on a
pass from senior midfielder Ann
Logan. After controlling the ball for
much of the game to that point, the
Riverwomen finally executed .
Down 1-0, it was evident that the
Rangers were not about to give up.
The Riverwomen continued to
control the ball and had several scoring opportunities, but did not capital-

ize, as the Ranger defense kept on the
pressure .
With three minutes leftin the first
half, Carrie Marino scored on a pass
from Ann Logan, and the
Riverwomen took a 2-0 lead .
Wisconsin-Parkside threatened to
score as time expired in the first half,
but junior goalkeeper Amy Abernathy
made a great save keeping the shutout intact.
In the se cond half, fre shman
Samantha Grashoff went in as the
goalie, she quickly made her presence known. She made a diving save
stoping an attack. This could have
cut the Riverwomen's lead in half
and possibly could have given the
Rangers the momentum in the game.
The momentum appe.ared to be
with UM-St. Louis, and they looked
very confident and relaxed on the
field.
The Riverwomen again controlled
the ball most of the time. They produced several scoring chances, but
they couldn't finish the plays off.
The Rangers could not generate
any type of offense, and the
Riverwomen appeared to get stronger as the game progressed.
Head Coach Ken Hudson said he
had no complaints with the way his
team performed .
"It was areal good game," Hudson

see Victory, page 8

photo: Shelley

Defending against an opponent's fancy footwork and using some of her own, Riverwomen
forward Carrie Marino struggles to retain possession of the ball.

Experience, talent make seniors team leaders
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

If the UM-St. Louis women's
volleyball team is going to return to
the NCAA tournament this year, it
will owe much of its success to seniors Sheri Grewe and Debbie
Boedefeld.
The Riverwomen are 8-3 this
season. However, this is not a surprise to Grewe and Boedefeld, who
have become accustomed to winning since they began their college
playing careers together three seasons ago.
"Their freshmen season they
were in a nice position where they
could both evolve because there
were upper c1assmen to carry the
burden," said Denise Sil vester, head
volleybal coach. "Their sophomore
season they had to carry the load for
the program . It was a struggle for
them."
The team struggled though a 927 record that season. Both players
were forced into starting roles becau se young, relativety inexperienced pla yers made up the rest of the
team.
"B y the time they were juniors,
that experience they gained while
th ey were sophomores helped them

to the NCAA Tournament,"
"Time management was an adSil vester said. "That early experi- justment between school and volence is paying off for them now."
leyball because there is so much to
Both players have the utmost be done, and time is Jimited,"
respect for each other. When they Grewe said.
met during their freshman year,
As far as the competition went,
both could sense that the other per- Grewe, who is a graduate of Cor
son was special.
Jesu, said it was so intense in high
According to both girls, each school that she was used to it in
viewed the other as very competi- college.
tive.
"Debbie was a tough player and
very determined to succeed," said "We lead by example,
Grewe.
not words. If the
Boedefeld also had a good first
younger players have
impression of Grewe.
"I could tell that she was very questions, we try to
competitive," Boedefeld said . "She
help them."
was a hard worker."
During their freshman season,
-Riverwomen senior
both players were battling for a
Sheri Grewe
starting position when Boedefeld
suffered an injury.
Grewe then became a starting
Since their freshman year,
middle hitter. She was also a starter Grewe and Boedefeld have develwhen Boedefeld played on the oped a close friendship, both on and
rightside after returning from her off the court. They are always willinJury.
ing to help each other out.
According to both women, the
Over ·the years, Grewe said that
adjustment from high school to col- Boedefeld has developed into a
lege volleyball was not difficult.
. great player.
"The only major difference is
"Her skill level is so much
that practice is longer in college," higher than it was when she was a
Boedefeld said.
freshman," Grewe said. "She has

much more confidence in herself as
a player and her abilities ."
Boedefeld said she feels the
same about Grewe.
"Sheri has contributed more
each season, and she has really
taken on a positive leadership
role," Boedefeld said . "Every year
she has improved her play."
Both players also said they have
learned a great deal from one another and are not shy about giving
constructive criticism to each other
on the court.
"The great thing is we don ' t
take each other's criticism personally," Grewe said. "We are very
open with each other, and that has
made our relationship stronger."
Boedefeld added that whatever
happens on the court, stays on the
court.
"If we argue, or have any problems or miscommunications on the
court, they stay on the court," she
said. "After the game, all of that is
forgotten ."
Both Grewe and Boedefeld
called their participation in the
NCAA championship last season
the high point in their college volleyball careers.
Grewe was voted honorable
mention in the MIAA, and

Boedefeld was voted second team
all conference MIAA.
N ow in their final season at
UM-St. Louis, both players said
this team has jus t as much chance to
be successful as any other team for
which they have played.
"We definitely have the talent,"
Boedefeld said. "We just have to ·
play together as a team and we will
be all right."
They have also learned to fulfill
the important leadership role that
seniors play.
"We lead more by example than
words," Grewe said. "If the
younger players have questions, we
try to help them as much as we
can. "
Grewe also added that the team
has a lot of young talent, and the
volleyball program will be successful after she and Boedefeld are
gone .
Grewe, a biology and secondary education major, said that she
hopes to be teaching biology and
coaching high school volleyball in
a few years.
Boedefeld is a secondary education and physical education major and said that she hopes to earn
her masters degree and coach col~
lege volleyball.
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Litmag, from page 1
actually see [audience reaction] you the guy tries to change the subject
don 't know how your work is going." to a more pleas ant topic and fail s,
The skits covered many differ- he immedi ately excuses hi mse l f and
ent issu es such as politics , blina. run s away.
H owever , th e audience may
dates and homosexuality .
Class member Caroline Wilson have had the strongest reaction to a
wrote about a sick woman with no skit written by Tucnika Tru st. Her
family in her city who has managed drama starts with a troubled teen
to alienate family members miles . who has disobey ed both his paraway. She is being cared for by her ents.
niece when they start a loud arguThe audie nce l o oked dum bment. The follOwing day, the ni ece founded when the father slapped
discovers her aunt's gun and finds hi s so n acro ss the face and was then
that her aunt had feared for her life barraged with c urse words .
"Slap him again!" shou ted an
during the argument and had been
prepared to shoot her. The niece audience member.
reassures her tbat after all they have
However, there was more to th e
been through, physical brutality story. The audience seemed s hocked
would never be an option.
when th ey found o ut that the father
"Au nt, I know you don't de- was not the teen 's biological fath er
serve it, but I love you anyway," and he was having a homo sexual.
Wilso n wrote . "You're family."
The wife and son kicked the father
Classmate Keith Robinson o ut immediately and receive d aparoused laughter from the audience plause from the audience.
with a story of a blind date gone
Litmag ho sts drama , prose an d
wrong. According to the play, a guy poetry re adi ngs as well as mu sic
arrives at the meeting place late, and visual art showcases .
One such event will be held in
and the girl starts complaining about
her past relatio nships . She also men- ea rly November outside of th e UMtioned.repeatedly that she wants to SI. Louis E vening College. SGA
torture and kill her no-show prom President Bob Fritchey w ill be one
date and that she hopes the blind of the featured arti sts . Call Guy
date will go more smoothly . When Bates at 776 -488 0 for more d eta il s.

Directory, from page 1
page whic h provides informati o n
concernin g how to apply for finan cial aid, as well as specific information regarding various scholarships.
In the back of the directory there
is an index to follow, which is divided into a graduate section and a
general section .
"This was formed to provide a
<rood service to the students," Georges
;aid. · A home page was des igned
which lists all of the scholarship infomlati on . For those interes ted in
browsin g the web si te, the addres is
httD://www.umsl.edu/services/finaidJ

$20 STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE
FO'R THE FIRST 8 SHOWS IN ST. LOUIS!
Wednesday, Oct. 23-Sunday, Oct. 27
Eves: 8pm (Sun. 7:30pm): Mats: Sat. & Sun. 2pm, Thurs. (10124) 1pm.

Do the write
thing.
Join The Curren t.

TICKETS ON SALE 1 HOUR BEFORE SHOW AT FOX THEATRE BOX OFFICE.
Cash Only. Limit ~ tickets per valid 1.0. Subject to availability & prior sale.

FOX THE ATR~

Optometric student organization holds winter clothes drive. The
National Optometric Student Association will hold a winter clothes
drive from Oct 14 to Nov. 15.
Coats, sweaters , blankets , scarves,
gloves , boots and other winter
clothing will be needed for recipients of all ages . Donations can be
dropped off in the M arillac Hall
Lobby on South Campus and the
University Center Lobby on North
. Campus .
Sexual harassment seminar
sponsored by the Women 's Center. The Women's Center, 211
Clark Hall will sponsor a discussion on sexual harassment on Oct
22 fro m 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
The presentation , given by Center
director Joanne Bocci, wi ll discuss
the earliest occurrences of this form
of harassment in middle school
thro ugh its presence in higher education. Call 516-5380 for more
details.
Election ' 96 forum: Dr. Larry
Sabato presentation . Dr. Larry
Sabato, an election analyst, will be
disc uss ing his book titled , Dirty

Little Sec rets: Th e Persistence of
Corruption ill American Politics
on Oct. 23 from 11 :30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m . in the J.e. Penny A uditori um .
T he event is being sponsored by
the C itizenship Education Clearing H o use. Call Dr. Timothy
O'Rourke at 516-6853 for more
information.
Fl u shots. Univers ity Health
S ervices will be sponso ring a campus flu vaccination o n Oct. 24.
Vaccinations w ill be admi nistered
from 9:00 a.m. to I :30 p.m. in the
Un ivers ity Center Lobby, from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Marillac Hall
Lobby and from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30
p. m . in the Lucas Hall 3rd Floor
Lobby . Vacc inations are $10 in

cash or check payable to BJC Private Services. For more information, all Debbie Carey at516-5671.
Nati onal gay history film festival. The Lesbian-Gay-Bi se xual
Students for Change will celebrate
National Gay Hi story Month with
2 movies every Thursday in October except for the 31 st. Movie
times will be from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
and free popcorn will be available. For more informatio n, call
559- 8678 or 516-5013.
Tickets for Madrigal Feast on
sale . Tickets for the Music
Department' s annual M adrigal
Feast are now on sale. The Feast,
Dec. 6 through 8, will be served
nightly at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are
$32 person. For more infonnatio n, call 5343
Memorial reception fo r faculty member to be held. A reception in memory of Mary Reardon
Castles , professor of nurs ing ·
emeritus, will be held from 3:00 to
5:30 p.m . Oct. 22, at the Alumni
Center. For more in formati on , call
7089 .
Traum a series to focu s on children . Honore Hughes of SI. Louis
University will discuss "Children
of Battered Women" at noo n on
Oct. 22, in Room 78 of the J.C.
Penney Building. For mo re information , call 6738.
Alcohol Awareness W eek acti vi lies scheduled. This week UMSt. L ouis wi ll observe Alcohol
Awareness Week. Activities include a "Mo ck tail Party and Dessert Bar" from 4 to 5 p.m. Oct. 23
in the U-Meadows Clubroom .
Other games and raffles will be
offered daily at Un iversi ty Center
between 11 a.m . and 1 p.m . For
more information, call 5730.

527 N. Grand Blvd ., Sl. Louis
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Frida y, October 25
8:45 a.m. - 1 p.m.
J.e. Penney Building

Morning
Speakers

Ecological
Disruption:
Plagues and
Pests in a
World WithQut Borders

i

•••

•••

Co-sponsored by
the International
Studies and
Mallinckrodt Chemical Co.

•••

!J

i NOU~

8:45 - 10:30a.m:
Terry 1. Yates,
Department of
Biology,
University of New
Mexico

I

~

TURN

I

i~:::=======~

This is no ti me to turn back. MDA is closing in
on treatments an d cures for neu romuscular diseases .
Keep MDA's lifesaving research moving forward.

THECROSSROIDS
MDA is where

help and hope meet.

Orley "Chip11
Taylor,
Department of
Entomology,
University of
Kansas

WI""!

'MUR'

Muscular Dystrophy Association

Muscular Dystrophy Assoc iation

1-800-572-1717

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. b ecause MDA helps people

•••

Keynote Rddress at Noon:

UA Dan ci n g M atriH: Emer g ing Uiruses in
Ebo la , AIDS, and Other
Huma n Epidemics
by Rob in M arantz Henig
ll

Winner of 1994 Author of the Year award from
the American Society of Journalist & Authors

Imaging Specialists

Also:
Thursday, October 24
7:30 - 9p.m.

Great Hall, Pierre Laclede Honors
College
Special Informal Talk and Reception by
Robin Marantz Henig
"Herd Mentality of Media Coverage of
Human Epidemics ll
Refreshments Served
co-sponsored by Pierre Laclede Honors College and
Beta Beta Beta (Biol og)' Honors Society)

U you have the drive, the \1issotui Anny Na tional C!uard has the keys
to your future . You can add a li ttle adventure 0 your hle. serve part·Ume

in the Guard while ear ning grea t benefits:
~1ontgomery GI Bill
Part-Time Job with Great Pay
Sta te and Federal Tuition Assistance
Paid Skill Training in the Field of your Choice
Juining the Guard doesn'( ~le3Jl putting off coUege or \'('.:ational
SCh L~, j : rrairung. The \Us"citui Guard CoUege Plan could pro\1de over .
S23.OLXl for your educ~tion. Yuu :.In serve in your 0\>'11 commurulv while
Jttending claS-.,,-<,s.
Find our h,_w much run gctcing to
MISSOURI

*
*
*

*

school can be.

CALL TODAY:
I-x);x -GO-GL ..\ RD

.t~.
:::-:...-. ~. ~

· #JECAN

FULL-TIM E & PART-TIIVlE
You ' lI work with the latest technOlogy . learn
photo imaging , seli 0 variety of products In 0
lost-paced , teom-01ieni ed enviro nment .
Picture yourself enjoying ev eryihing we have
to offer I
•
•
•
•

Flexible Schedules
Com petive Wages Plus Ince ntives
Employee Discounts
Company Training
Openings available
througnout the St Louis ar ea .

EC

Apply Now! Call 24-Hours Daily

1-800-256-2669, Ext. 1124

cL:
C PIPh'o t0 . ~
FOX PHOTO' •
The 1-HR Photo Specialists

CLASSIFIEDS
?_c_w_b_e_r_2_1~,1_9_9_6__________________________________________T_h_e_C
__u_"_e_n_t ________________--------------------------------P-a~g~e-9- ;;

--------------------------------------------, ..:[
Buying? Selling? Renting?

HELPWANlED
ndividuals, Student Organization and
mall Grpups 10 Promote SPRING
IREAK TRIPS . Earn MONEY and
CALL THE
:REE TRIPS.
IATION'S LEADER, INTER : AMPUS PROGRAMS http://
iww.icpLcom 1-800-327-6013

HANNEGAN'S Restaurant is seeking
experienced, energetic, responsible
people for the following positions:
DaylE ve ning Servers; Bartender,
Part-time Day Hosl/Hostess. We provide a professional working environment' great pay and flexibl e schedules.
Apply in person, 719 North Second
Street, Laclede's Landing or Call Mark
241-8877.

* Attention Young Entrepreneurs**
!fake a lot of money in a short amount
f time without interfering with your
ludies. Complete training and support
rovided. Call now 962-1010

GODDESSWOMEN GATHERING
a seasonal ceremon y for Women OnlyHonoring our Ancestors, Deepening
imo the Darkness-Saturday, October
26 from 7lO 10 p.m. @ MidTown Arts
Cemer. To register call: Sa11993-7024
or Carol 773-5959.
Sublease
2 bdrm apt close to U MSL S445;MO.
No security Deposit. Free November
Rent. Heat and W ater included in renl
Security gate entrance. Must pass approval of landlord. MUST RENT
SOON. Please call 3~5-()()81 for more
info.

***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
:ind out how hundreds of student repe.se.nLaLi ves are already earning FREE
:RIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
\merica's #1 Spring Break company!
ell only 15 trips and travel free!
ancun , Bahamas, MazatJan , Jamaica
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER
OSITIONS ALSO A V AlLABLE.
all now! TAKE A BREAK STUENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
ENTION!!! Disabled s tud ent
king reader/writer to assist with
'ignmenrs for English ComposiLion
. Must know how to use the Iilfy. Will pay $5.00 to $6.00 per
ur. Call John at 869- 4968 after 5 p.

Freefor students!
CJericaVSecretary
Part to full time for local accounting
finn. Duties toincludefIlingJcomputer
& word processing/assembly of tax
returns. Apply by resume' only to:
MARTENS,
NEEL Y
&
SCHREIBER, CPA'S 523 Laclede
Station Road Sl Louis, MO 63119

OOIr-lG TO EACf.\
0il-lSR7 ':10v'~E BcmI
C~O~T u? IN A
\)ArJCc -- A OA/Jcf
OF \)SSl"WcnoN.r

Surf the web and get paid!
Entry-level position in exciting
Internet industry. Join a fast growing
company FT/PT. Looking for Marketing, PR,Journalism or Internetenthusiasts. Email resumetojob@wgi.com.
or Fax: 209-1126.
**PEANUT RUTTER & ONION
SANDWlCHES?!!**
Do you have a "wacky" recipe or snack
food you enjoy? Here's your chance to
be. published in new book! Call 9360106 to leave your "wacky" recipe!
snake food message or write to: Wacky
Recipes & Snack Foods " , 869
BocaRaton Dr., St. Peters MO. 63376

Name:

LA's candidacy requirements for
$500 BECA are as follows: Memmust be in good standing. Must be
M-St. Louis student and remain a
em during the semester in which
award is granted. MU5t have had or
enLly be taking Spanish courses
write an essay on a Hispanic topic.
st have a cumulative GPA of3.25.
st tum in application no later than
, nesday , October 30 to SU53l\a
Iter, 534 Clark Hall (516-6861) For
re information, contact Alicia
edrichs (397-5829).

(You mu ,t include name and student number
for ad to run. )

Wednesday, November 6,at noon
aLion to be announced later). Durthis last fall semester meeting, we
e to complete ejections for new
'icers, plan tentative activities!
'nts for Spring 1997, and announc(
recipient of Lhe BECA Winter'97

:lOU WALTI AROVN\/
I['J A Prn)AlXL-E.D
£'XCMA.NGt 0\= SUL\::. \J.JG
QcSctJTrvlENT A,foJCJ

OOIol'T ~O\J SEE W~AT
~OIJQ£

SLA's winter 1997 llECA scholhip

LA will have a business meetin g

60'15, Bc:t:1S, BD':1S .'

The Current Classifieds has it all and they're free for students!
Call Annette at 516-5175 to lace an ad tada !!!

PIROuemS

Of
P\2Cl'JO(.AT1 ON.

SIMME:RlrlG RAGE..

W~\c.."" Lcf:\QS INTO
A SUNN':1\-\OPOf B ICf,tRII:G,

BE.l.xtt"l.,(tJG, ANCJ BLArvltl
i=O\..l.OW~\)

OF

B'1 A RUMBA
RIGlDIT'-::l,

lu~A1\-\,

ANI) REJECT 1010.

Student #:

VENEREAL DISEASE CLINIC
PRIVATE

Drop off your ad at The Current

L2~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~l~~

D. PEl.
m.I
.......

LITMt\G

·CON F IDENTIAL
• CO UN SELl N G
·TESTING AND TREATMENT
BY MEDICAL CONSULTANTS

Cover Art Contest

100 N.EUCLID STE DO
367-8810

MVP Cellular is looking for full and
part-time salc..~ people. No e xperience
necc' ary'. Call Richard al837-7776 if

for the 1996-1997 Anthology

interes ted.

Car for sa le
' 82 Camaro Z-2R, Y- 8, 4-Specd.
45,000 mil es. Likc ncw. All originaJ.
Ready to be driven daily. 843-7473 .

First Prize: $100 Gift Certificate
All gen res open: art, photography, ill ustration, etc.

For Sale! Yam aha DX ' 75 keyboard.
Fully programmable. Approxi ma tely
18 " x36", Like new. 5 150. Call Liza
for de tail:, 965-736 3
F urniture For Sale
Matchi ng lovc sca t and r li ning chair,
excellent conditions 5 125
Wood table wiLh while tile and four
folding chairs. S50 Call 838-3979

For m ore info rmati o n pl a se caJ]
Susan Miller 227-7050
Rachel Bunk
725 -0302

Guy Bates

776-4880

• FREE TEST, 'With immediate results dNects
pregnan,;y 10 days after i t ·beg ills _

· PROFESSION AL C OUNSELI N G
• IMMEDfATE practical a ssistance
• ALL services FREE and c-onfidential
Help Is N eai-py

ter for saJe-new 586-133 MhzofRAM-6x multi-media. l.2 gig .-----,
mou se-Windows 95. Great
Chris

LONDON

$275
$259
$335
$516
$372
$434

Paris
. Quito
Santiago
Tokyo
Hong Kong

fARES ARE EACH WAY F~M Sr. lOUIS BASED ON A ROUNDTRIP
PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT INClUDE FEDERAL TAXES 0« PFCs
TOTAUNG !E1WEEN $3 ~S 4S, O€PENDiNG ON DESTINATION Oft
O£:f'ARTURE CHARGES PAl) DfA EGLY TO FCWI.EIGN GOVEltNMENTS.

Brenh.ood .. _ . _ 962-5300
St. Charles . . . . 724-1200
Billlwin .. . . . . . 227-2266
South City . . . . . !/li2-365:J
BTid&,olo" . . . . . 227-.775
Midlown. _ . . . . 9"6 - 4900
( AFT ER HOURS, 1-800-55D-4stOD)

We Care.
Combine your foreign language skilis with
a graduate business degree for exciting
career opportunities!

October

Career Exp erience Month
~

INTERNATIONAL MBA
~ The University of Memphis

[i.nuM II Travel ,,___

• Semester of internship or study overseas
• Distinguished, experienced faculty

National Reservation Center

1-800 - 2 -CO UN CIL
(1-800-226-8624)

• Language tracks in French, Gennan, Chinese,
Spanish; English for international students
• 2 year, full-time program

http://lVWW.ciee..org!tnlvel.htm
INFOIIIIAll0N AND IIUEJlYA1l0NI

I·SOO·SUNCHASE
Ski our we b site at hnpi /W'.WI,sunchllStI.com

NOBODY DOES SKI BREAKS SETTER!

EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

Complete Professional Nail Care for ladies & Gen tlemen
• Sculpture NailS

• Fill-In
• Silk Wraps
• Tip Overlays

•
•
•
•

Nail lJesign

Manlcu~
Pedicure
N.II Arts

~~.
~.,
~~~g;....:s

Fill your Career Experience bag
with great career related treats!

• Graduate assistantships available

For more information, contact Pat Taylor at
901-678-3499 or e-mail ptaylor@cc.memphis.edu
or write to:

Ask about OUI• ••

. International MBA Coordinator
Fogelman College of Business and Economics
The University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152

~ ~49
;

CAREER EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

Ask About Student Specials!
8935 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis. MO 63121
Bet-Acre Shopping Ctr.
(170 & Natural Bridge Rd .)

A MPtM60 OF MVTVAL.
M\ SlJNOSRSTAN\)IN("
PVtJC,TVf\.TW B'::1

Message:

Sale ' 1964 Fender Stratocaster
nal vinulge guitar, very few , very
modifications (completely rcible). Blond, L800 series . In very
condition. Appraised at over
asking for $850. CaJI Liza for
965-7363

rOLL

TI-lEN ':loU SLIP I"-lTO

OPEN 7 DAY S A WE EK
Man-Sat - 9 a .m. -9 p.m .
Sun - 11 a.m .-6 p.m.
(314) 423-0023

Visit our home page:
http://business.memphis.edu

CARE~R SERVICES
308 Woods Hall- 516-5111

. The University of Memphis.
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University.

.

.

V-<:>L-.:JN""':r:E:E:R.S N":E:EI>:ED F'C:>:R. ~S:E~C:::EI S'r-.:JI>"Y"
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If you are at least 18 years of age and NEVER had genital herpes, you may be eligible to partiCipate in a study evaluating an
investigational vaccine to prevent genital herpes. Individuals cannot get herpes from the vaccine. Study vaccinations, office visits
laboratory tests including tests for HIV are providedJree of charge. Volunteers receive up to $200 for participating. For more
information, call the He:rpes Research Center of St. Louis at 434-4900.
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Volleyball team heads to F'l orida with momentum
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
The UM-St. Louis Women's
Volleyball team prepared for their
annual tournament in Tampa, FL,
they had built confidence in their
ability to beat anyone.
The Riverwomen have plenty of
momentum going into the weekend
tournament, and they established
their confidence after reeling off fi ve
consecutive victories against tough
teams .
Most recently, the Riverwomen
played in a tournament at Kentucky
Wesleyan Oct. 11 and 12. On Oct. 11,
they defeated Kentucky Wesleyan
convincingly 15-3, 15-1O;and 15-9.
The teain struggled against Southern
Indiana the next day. They lost the
first two matches, and seemed destined for defeat, but they played
tough and won the last three matches
to claim victory. This made the
weekend a success.
According to UM-St. Louis
Sports Information Director Chuck
Yahng, the team was already going

H'~rmen,

into the tournament.
"It was obvious they were· focused on their game, " he said . "The
key to their turnaround against
Southern Indiana was that they
started serving well, and that was the
difference. "
The Riverwomen continued their
winning ways against Quincy on Oct.
15 . After splitting the first two
matches, UM-St. Louis roared back
and won the final two matches for the
victory.
According to Yahng, sophomore
middle hitter Tamyka Cook was a
key factor in the Riverwomen's win.
"She was outstanding," Yahng
said. "She really took ~on trol of the
game."
Cook had 13 kills, three blocks,
and seven block assists. During the
fourth match, she had four consecutive kills to help bring the team back
from an 11-4 deficit
Yahng also commended the play
of Sarah Zrout, a senior outside hitter. Zrout made 13 kills and 18 digs.
In Florida, the Riverwomen(13-4
overall , 8-2 conference) have four

from page 7 .

made several key saves to keep
the Rivermen in the game . He was ·
tested early ' in the second half
when a Ranger dribbled into the
goalie box . Lynn flew out and
collided with the player stoping
his scoring opportunity.
"I haven ' t seen anybody out
here that I would want to have in
his place," Redmond said about
Lynn. "Other goalies may have
better stats but it is because we
playa tough schedule. We're not
dodging anyon e. Mark was excellent.
"Trent Woodrick played another solid
game.
Mark
Menden hall had a good game and
he had several good scorin g op-.
pOrluni-ties. Today was a game
where it is tough to say anyone

player did welJ. They all did the
job."
The loss marked the fifth time
the team has lost by one goal.
Every loss this season has been
by a qne point margin.
"Vh haven ' t been pounded
by anyone," Redmond said. "It
show a lot about a young team
that they are competitive in every game. Anyone who watches
us play knows we are trying. It
isn't like we were lucky it was
only 1-0 if anything we were
unlucky."
"We have progressed
throughout the season," Henry
said. "We're doing \-vell and we
wi ll get results before the end of
the season."

games scheduled. The team will play
Truman State and eleventh ranked
Tampa on Friday. On Saturday, they
take on 21st ranked Barry and then
Rollins.
"All of those teams will be
tough, but we feel like we have a
legitimate shot at winning," Yahng
said.
Tbe Riverwomen have leven
remaining garnes . Their next home
game is Oct. 25 against Indianapolis.
By then, head coach Denise
Silvester could have her 400th career victory locked up.
Heading into the. Florida tournament, she needs one victory for that
milestone.
Yahng said that it is a real testament to her coaching.
"She is low keyed about it, but it
is a real nice accomplishment," he
&aid.
Earlier this year, Silvester
notched her 300th victory as UM-St.
Louis coach, making her the
winningest volleyball coach in UMSt. Louis history.

Victory, from page 7
said. "We knew the Rangers would
come out tough , but the key was
that we shut down their best players."
Hudson added that the team
passed the ball well, which was one
aspec:t that was the difference in
the game.
"We knocked the ball around
. real well today," he said. "Things
just went our way."
Huds,Pn said he feels that the
Riverwomen will only get better,
especially whc'n everyone is
healthy.
Sophomore Tricia Niederer is
out with a leg injury, and senior
Lori Lu eddecke has been bothered
by brui sed knee. She suffered the
injury a week ago and is still trying
to get it bock into game ready shape.

r,lotO: Shelley Satke

Midfielder Derick Kaspar eyes the ball in last week's Homecoming.

UMSL student s,
faculty, and staf f
.
rec e ive 20%OFF all
regular fees -fo r eye
exams and eye wear,
including glasses,
contact lenses and
solutions. Now through
December 15, 1996
get an additional
30%OFF (500/0 total)
the professional fitting fees
for contact lenses
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------Th e University of Missouri~St. Louis Center has an

N o matter what your eye care needs, see us now and get

experienced staff of eye care professionals ready to give you

20% off all regular products and services and get an additional

the best care available. Right now, we are offering these com-

30% off (50% total savings) your professional fitting fees for

prehensive services to you at an exceptional value with even

contact lenses when you present this ad.

bigger savings on contact lenses.
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
1
I
I

Our comprehensive contaCt lens services provide the initial
examination and evaluation, contact lens fitting, follow up visits

I

I

Center For Eye Care

and replacement lenses. With our state-of-the-art diagnostic

8001 Natural Bridge Road

equipment, we pride ourselves on our ability 'to fit patients

St. Louis, Missouri 63121

I

I
I

University of Missouri 8t. Louis

successfully.

(314) 516-5131

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

ThiS ad wa s made /Jossible by an
educatiOf1BI gIant provided by

elBA

Visjo~.

Focu~

manufacrurers of

and New VueS" soft

con/act lenses. and lens care
prOducts such as AOSEPT'. PURE

EYES" and OuickCARE'
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